
Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 7, Number 1, pp. 37�47. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2006 SWPSAGENT COMPOSITION VIA ROLE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURESGIACOMO CABRI∗Abstrat. Software agents represent an interesting paradigm to approah omplex and distributed systems. Their soialityenables to build multiagent systems, where di�erent agents interat to pursue their goals. Multiagent systems an involve bothooperative and ompetitive agents. In both ases, the omposition of di�erent agents is an issue that must be faed by developers.In this paper, we propose to build infrastrutures based on roles, whih are abstrations that enable the omposition of di�erentagents in an open senario. Some onrete examples are provided to support our proposal.Key words. agents, roles, multiagent systems, interation1. Introdution. With no doubt software agents have been proposing as an innovative paradigm for someyears, and we envision a digital world populated by them to support users belonging to the human world. Infat, they are able to perform tasks on behalf of users, due to their main features�autonomy, proativeness,reativity and soiality [19℄. In addition, omplex appliations an be divided into smaller and simpler tasks, eahone delegated to one agent [18℄. This leads to systems omposed of several agents, alled multiagent systems,where agents interat and oordinate to arry out a ommon goal. Going further, in a wide open senariothe soial behaviour of the agents implies interations not only between agents ooperating in one appliation,but also between agents of di�erent appliations, whih may have a ompetitive behaviour, to gain the useof resoures [12℄. The feature of mobility [20℄, enhaning the autonomy of agents, implies further advantages.Generally, mobile agents an save bandwidth by moving loally to the environments where the resoures areloated, and do not rely on ontinuous network onnetions. Users are not required to be onneted to thenetwork ontinuously: they an send their agents, disonnet, and then reonnet when the agents have arriedout their tasks to retrieve them.However, building multiagent systems is not so easy, beause they require a areful and e�etive ompositionof di�erent agents, to arry out their tasks; the presene of mobile agents may make the senario even moreomplex, sine agents an enter and exit an appliation ontext dynamially. Composition means not onlyspeifying whih agents take part in a given appliation ontext, but also taking into aount the rules for theinterations between agents and between agents and environments. Developers must fae these issues duringthe entire development proess. This paper proposes to ompose agents by means of infrastrutures based onthe onept of role. A role an be de�ned as a stereotype of behaviour, and is exploited in partiular in a groupor organization of entities, eah one exhibiting a spei� behaviour inside the group. Real life proposes lots ofexamples where people play roles and the onept of role has been exploited in the Objet-Oriented �eld todesign omplex appliations, in the agent area, and in other proposals related to omputer siene in general.We show that roles an be exploited to build infrastrutures that are useful abstrations to ompose di�erentagents in a multiagent system. Suh abstrations an then be implemented exploiting a role-based system.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 introdues the onept of role for the agents. Setion 3 presentsthe de�nition of infrastrutures based on roles. Setion 4 introdue the RoleX system, whih an be exploitedfor a possible implementation. Setion 5 shows some examples, giving more details about the implementation.Setion 6 reports some related work. Finally, Setion 7 onludes the paper and skethes some future work.2. Roles. One of the most important features of the agents is soiality, thanks whih omplex appliationsan be built on the base of the interations between autonomous omponents (the agents themselves). In thisontext, it is important that appliation developers fae the engineering of the interations between agentswith appropriate models and tools. To this purpose, a onept that seems to be suitable is role. The OxfordDitionary reports: �Role: noun 1. an ator's part in a play, �lm, et. 2. a person's or thing's funtionin a partiular situation.� [23℄. In desribing patterns, Fowler says that roles are �some ommon behaviour ofentities� that �do not have the same behaviour� [17℄, and points out that the isolation of suh ommon behaviouran simplify the design of appliations. Roles have been already exploited in Objet Oriented approahes, wherea role is applied to an objet in order to hange its apabilities and behaviour. Other approahes promote roles
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38 G. Cabrias views of a partiular objet or entity [2℄, stressing the similarity between roles in omputer programs andthose in the real life.Roles have been applied to agents promoting the reuse of solutions and making the de�nition of interationsenarios easier. Roles allow not only the agent developers/designers to model the exeution environment, butalso allow agents to atively �feel� the environment itself. In other words, roles allow the developer and its agentsto perept in the same way the exeution environment. Roles an also be exploited to model and manage agentinterations [9℄, embedding all the apabilities (e.g., protools, events) needed to handle a spei� interation.This is probably the most important meaning of roles: they allow and enable spei� interations, as well assoial roles enable people, in the real world, to at in a ertain way depending on the role they are playing inthe soiety. There are some harateristis of roles that distinguish them from the onept of agent. The roleis temporary, sine an agent may play it in a well-de�ned period of time or in a well-de�ned ontext. Rolesare generi, in the sense that they are not tightly bound to a spei� appliation, but they express generalproperties that an be used in di�erent appliations. Finally, roles are related to ontexts, whih means thateah environment an impose its own rules and an grant some loal apabilities.To better explain these onepts, we exploit an example in the software aution �eld, whih will be taken upagain later. Let us onsider a software agent that is interested in aquiring a good or a servie in a distributedenvironment. At runtime, after �nding the good/servie, it ould disover that the good/servie is put on sale bya spei� aution house. To arry out its task, it an dynamially assume the role of bidder to attend the aution.In this ase, the bidder is a behaviour that an be exhibited by di�erent agents, of di�erent appliations andwith di�erent interests. But the features (or mehanisms) for bidding in a given aution house are independentof agents and an be embedded in the role of bidder. Moreover, di�erent aution houses an provide di�erentmehanisms and poliies to rule the interations. The importane of the use of roles is supported by the fatthat they are adopted in di�erent areas of the omputing systems, in partiular to obtain unoupling at di�erentlevels. Some examples of areas are seurity, in whih we an reall the Role Based Aess Control (RBAC) [24℄that allows unoupling between users and permissions, and the Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)[29℄, where roles grant adaptation and separation of duties. Also in the area of software development we an�nd approahes based on roles, espeially in the objet-oriented programming [13, 22℄, in design patterns [17℄,and in omputer-to-human interfaes [27℄, whih remark the advantages of role-based approahes.Finally, it is important to note that roles an be exploited in a stati or dynami way. The stati wayimposes that roles are joined to an agent before its exeution, while the dynami way allows roles to be joinedduring at run-time, during the appliation exeution.3. Composing Agents via Role-based Infrastrutures. In the introdution, we state that multia-gent systems are useful but must be developed arefully; in partiular, agents of multiagent systems must beomposed and their interations must be designed. To support this job, we propose to build infrastruturesas abstrations to ompose di�erent agents. These infrastrutures are based on roles, and the key idea is thata set of roles determines an infrastruture that spei�es whih agents (or, better, whih roles) take part inan appliation ontext and rules the orresponding interations with other agents and with the environment.Suh an infrastruture an be onsidered also as intermediate between appliations and environments; in thefollowing we onsider the resoures as part of the infrastrutures, but atually this model an be adopted evenin ase of legay software that remains outside the infrastruture. It is useful to identify some issues insidethe infrastrutures to simplify the design and to help the implementation and the deployment. We propose tomodel role-based infrastrutures distinguishing three levels (see Figure 3.1):
• the role level ontains the roles that agents an assume in the environment; eah environment has itsown set of admitted roles;
• the poliy & mehanism level aims at de�ning the poliies loal to the environment and the mehanismsthat implements the interation among roles;
• �nally, the resoure level ontains the loal resoures, suh as information and servies.Above the role level we an �nd appliation agents that play roles. In this paper we disregard the internalonstitution of agents, fousing on their external behaviours�aptured by roles. We assume that agents arenetwork-aware, whih means that they pereive the network not as a whole �at environment, but instead as aset of environments, eah one with given resoures and servies [8℄.The role level an be onsidered as the interfae of an environment for agents. To de�ne the infrastruture,an administrator has to perform the following steps:
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Fig. 3.1. A role-based infrastruture1. to hoose the roles her/his environment is going to support; often, this hoie is impliit in the envi-ronment, as shown in the �rst example of the next setion;2. to de�ne the poliies by whih the hosen roles an interat with eah other or with the loal resoures.This model of infrastrutures leads to advantages at several phases of the appliation life yle. At the designstage, roles permit separation of onerns, whih allows the designer to onentrate on the single (interation)issue, and the reuse of solutions. At the development stage, the reuse of roles permits to avoid the implementationof ommon (already implemented by someone else) funtionalities. At the runtime, more �exibility is ahieved,sine eah environment an de�ne its own loal poliies to rule interations.3.1. The Role level. In our proposal, the upper level of an infrastruture is omposed by a set of rolesrelated to the same appliation ontext. Suh de�nition implies two important features of an infrastruture:
• it is not bound to spei� agents, whih an belong to whatever appliations, an have their own tasksand an be designed and implemented separately from the environment;
• it an host agents, providing a �wrapper� that not only aepts them, but also assigns them apabilitiesand a spei� behaviour.In Figure 3.1 the set of roles is represented by a �table� where eah role is represented by a �hole�, in whihan agent an plae itself in order to play suh role. There ould be several �holes� of the same role, if anenvironment an host more than one agent playing the same role.This idea of infrastruture enfores the loality onept previously introdued. In fat, eah environmentan deide how to organize the loal hosting of agents and, by de�ning also mehanisms and poliies, how loalinterations are ruled.3.2. The Poliy & Mehanism Level. This level deploys the poliies that rule the loal environment,and provides the mehanisms for the interations both between agents and between agents and the resouresof the environment. While the previous level an be onsidered as the interfae of an environment toward theexternal world, this level enats the environment's laws. The simplest example of poliy is to allow or denyan interation between two given roles. Thanks to their autonomy and reativity, agents an handle situationswhere something is forbidden by loal rules without giving up and aborting their job.Even if di�erent from poliies, we inlude mehanisms at this level beause, as poliies, they enable theinterations between roles and with loal resoures. To be more preise, this level should be split into twosub-levels: a poliy one and a mehanism one, sine poliies rely on mehanism; but from our point of view thisdistintion is not relevant.3.3. The Resoure Level. At the lowest level we an �nd the resoures loal to an environment. Theyan be legay resoures that are hard to hange or a�et. So, it is important that the poliy & mehanismlevel makes them available in a useful format for agents. As mentioned, this level is onsidered as part of theinfrastruture, but modelling resoures as outside the infrastrutures does not mine the proposed model.Also in this ase, the use of roles helps in abstrating from the single agent or appliation, beause meha-nisms has to be enated for a generi role, overing the wide range of atual agents that play suh role.



40 G. CabriOur proposal permits to disregard how loal resoures are managed, providing that appropriate aessmehanisms are supplied.4. Implementing Role-based Infrastrutures. The infrastruture abstration must have its onreteounterpart, i. e., an appropriate implementation. We are urrently exploring the implementation of the pro-posed role-based infrastrutures exploiting RoleX [3℄, whih is a role-based interation system implemented inthe ontext of the BRAIN framework [10℄. RoleX onsiders roles as �rst-lass entities and enables agents todynamially assume, use and release roles; the idea behind its implementation omes from the Aspet OrientedProgramming [11℄, even if it has been re-adapted to the agent senario. Moreover, RoleX is inspired by real life,thus provides a high degree of freedom to agents that want to assume and play roles. The real life inspiration ofRoleX is emphasized by the role external visibility that it provides: the role an agent is playing an be identi�eddiretly from an external point of view (e.g., another agent) without requiring to ask the interested agent forit. RoleX is a pure Java middleware and is not another agent platform. RoleX an be easily assoiated withany Java agent platform. RoleX adopts the BRAIN XML notation to desribe roles. The adoption of XMLprovides several advantages, as desribed later.We have hosen RoleX for three main reasons.First, being part of the BRAIN framework, it supports the di�erent phases of the software development,from design to implementation [4℄, and we think this is a valid help to developers, whih an have oherentdevelopment phases and not fragmented solutions. Moreover, RoleX supports also dynami assumption of rolesat runtime, granting a high degree of �exibility.Seond, we aim at exploiting the XML notation to produe de�nitions of roles that are interoperable,�exible, and expressive. Eah role an be de�ned by means of an XML doument ompliant to a given XMLShema, whih is independent of the language of its implementation; then XML allows developers to expressinformation in a tagged and strutured way, both human- and mahine-readable; �nally, XML douments anbe translated into other formats (e. g., HTML) in order to be atalogued or viewed in a more suitable way.Third, RoleX provides some mehanisms to de�ne interation rules, and this turns out useful to de�nethe poliies of the infrastrutures. Among suh mehanisms, we an mention some �exible seurity meha-nisms [5℄, whih are based on the Java Authentiation and Authorization System (JAAS) arhiteture [28℄,and enable a �ne-grain ontrol over the allowed operations of roles. Then, a simple yet useful mehanism per-mits to de�ne whih roles an interat with whih other roles; this is useful, for instane, to avoid ollusionin an aution ontext. Finally, perhaps trivial, an agent an assume a role only if it has the right permis-sions.RoleX has been exploited also to implement omputational institutions [6℄, where it has proved to be apowerful and �exible means to implement abstrations.4.1. Role Desription and Implementation. To grant a high level of abstration in deiding whihrole to play, and to ope with dynami situations, it is important to unouple roles from their implementation;this allows agents to fous on the semantis of the roles, rather than their ode. To this purpose RoleX uses roledesriptors, whih are entities that desribe a role, for example by means of information suh as keywords, aontest, an aim, a version, a reation date and any further needed piee of information. Desriptors are de�nedby XML douments written exploiting notation of BRAIN. Besides relieving programmers of the knowledgeof role implementation, the desriptors are useful also to hide to the agent the physial loation of the roleimplementation, to enable role omposition, to hange role implementation in a transparent way, and to allowthe agent programmers to disregard about the work of role programmers and vieversa.Sine the agents are developed using Java, our implementation enables automatially the translation fromthe XML douments representing desriptors to a set of Java lasses. In this way, an agent an diretly aessthe desriptors without needing an XML-parser. The Java implementation of a role is omposed of two parts: aJava interfae (role interfae) and a Java lass (role implementation); the interfae provides external visibility(simulating multiple inheritane) while the lass provides the e�etive role behavior.A role assumption means that the RoleX system performs run-time byteode manipulation, and in partiular(i) adds eah role lass member (both methods and �elds) to the agent lass, in order to add the set of apabilitiesof the role and, at the same time, (ii) fores the agent lass to implement the role interfae, in order to modifyits appearane and to allow other agents to reognize it as playing that role.Sine the above mehanism must result in the de�nition of a new lass, our approah exploits a speiallass loader, alled RoleLoader, that an hange the agent behavior and the external appearane. It is a



Agent Composition via Role-based Infrastrutures 41sublass of SeureClassLoader, whih allows us to work in ompliane with the Java Seurity Manager. Afterthe RoleLoader has suessfully arried out the role assumption proess (i. e., the addition of the membersand the interfae), it an reload the agent restarting it. The assumption proess an be brie�y desribed byFigure 4.1, where the agent searhes a role repository for an appropriate role desriptor, for example by usingkeywords, and then asks the RoleLoader to reload itself with the hosen role among the retrieved ones. TheRoleLoader retrieves the implementation orresponding to the role desriptor and adds it to the agent. Ifeverything goes right, the RoleLoader sends the new agent an event (alled reload event) to indiate that theagent has been reloaded. After the reload event, the agent an resume its exeution. Releasing a role is similarto the above proess, but this time the RoleLoader removes eah role member and the role interfae, reloadingthe agent without them.

 Fig. 4.1. Role assumption proessThe exploitation of RoleX in the de�nition of role-based infrastrutures will be explained in the next setion,by means of a onrete example.5. Appliation Examples. This setion presents a ouple of examples of appliations where a role-basedinfrastruture is de�ned with the orresponding poliies and mehanisms.5.1. Autions. The �rst example relates to autions. Autions represent an interesting negotiation meansin the agent area, and we have already exploited them in this paper to support some onepts. In an aution thereare entities (alled sellers) that make goods/resoures available and entities (alled bidders) that are interestedin using/aquiring suh goods/resoures. Moreover, there are intermediate entities (alled autioneers) in hargeof atually performing the negotiation. The prie of the resoures sold by sellers via an aution is not �xed, butit is dynamially determined by the interest of the bidders [1℄.We an �gure out that agents negotiate resoures or goods via autions, at given sites representing autionhouses [25℄. Of ourse, the way the sellers, the bidders and the autioneers interat is not bound to a givenappliation or to a given environment, and so they an be onsidered roles that whatever agent an assume.In this ase, the hoie of the roles is tightly driven by the kind of appliation: the bidder, the seller and theautioneer (see Figure 5.1). So the former step of Setion 3 is aomplished.Figure 5.2 and 5.3 report possible XML desriptions of the bidder and the seller role respetively. The siteis in harge of providing role implementations, whih are likely to depend on the loal poliies or mehanisms.From the agent point of view, these desriptions an be exploited to searh for an appropriate role in a siteand, one found, it an assume the role, plaing itself in the �hole� of the site. From the site point of view, theroles made available represent the interfae by whih the environment an host agents; moreover, roles an beimplemented and managed meeting loal requirements and in ompliane with loal polies. In fat, the latterstep relates to the hoie of the loal poliies of interation between roles and between roles and the environmentresoures.
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 Fig. 5.1. A role-based infrastruture for an aution house<?xml version="1.0" enoding="UTF-8"?><role xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLShema-instane"xsi:noNamespaeShemaLoation="XRole.xsd"><name>bidder</name><ontext>aution</ontext><desription>This role is the bidder of an aution.</desription><keyword>aution</keyword><keyword>bidder</keyword>...<ation><name>bid</name><desription>Makes a bid.</desription><ontent><desription>Bid.</desription><type>Prie</type></ontent></ation>...</role> Fig. 5.2. A bidder role de�ned in XMLThere an be several reasons to have di�erent poliies or mehanisms. For example, in one environment thebidders ould be allowed to talk eah other, while in another environment they annot, to avoid ollusions; thispermits to impose loal rules or soial onventions [32℄. For instane, Figure 5.4 reports the possible allowedinterations expressed by a grid whose de�nition is enabled by RoleX. As in Figure 5.1, bidders and sellers arenot allowed to interat diretly.Another reason ould be the di�erent implementation of the aution mehanisms: Figure 5.1 shows amessage-passing oriented implementation, where, for instane, the bidder agent an bid by sending a message tothe autioneer agent. But if the implementation of the bidding mehanism is based on another model, the loalpoliies must be di�erent. For instane, if the aution relies on a data-oriented model suh as tuple spaes [7℄,the bidding ation is implemented as writing information in the loal interation spae, as shown in Figure 5.5.This example shows that the same set of roles an be adapted to di�erent implementations.5.2. Restaurants. This example is taken from the human life, and may not be related to a real appliationbased on agents; however, it is meaningful to understand how roles an be de�ned and how the interationsamong them an be established.In this example, a node represents a single restaurant. We de�ne three roles: the ustomer, the waiter,



Agent Composition via Role-based Infrastrutures 43<?xml version="1.0" enoding="UTF-8"?><role xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLShema-instane"xsi:noNamespaeShemaLoation="XRole.xsd"><name>seller</name><ontext>aution</ontext><desription>This role is the seller of an aution.</desription><keyword>aution</keyword><keyword>seller</keyword>...<ation><name>put_on_sale</name><desription>Put a good on sale.</desription><ontent><desription>Good.</desription><type>String</type></ontent></ation>...</role> Fig. 5.3. A seller role de�ned in XMLBidder Seller AutioneerBidder No No YesSeller No No YesAutioneer Yes Yes YesFig. 5.4. Allowed interations
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Fig. 5.5. The same infrastruture relying on a data-oriented modeland the hef (see Figure 5.6). These roles an be thought as instanes of the more general roles de�ned in alient-server model with an intermediate entity (the waiter) between the lient (the ustomer) and the server(the hef), suh as several 3-tier solutions.The role of the ustomer an have the following apabilities: ask for the menu, order the meal, aept themeal, and pay the bill. Note that �eat the meal � is not a apability of the role of ustomer, while it should beof the agent. The waiter role has di�erent apabilities: take order, order the meal (to the hef), aept the meal(from the hef), give the meal (to the ustomer), and aept the payment.Finally, the hef an: aept an order and give the meal. Again, the ooking of the meal is not an externalapability of the hef role, but an intrinsi apaity of the hef agent.
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 Fig. 5.6. A role-based infrastruture for a restaurantThe poliy & mehanism level ensure that suh interations our, for example it grants that the ustomerorders the meal to the waiter and the hef gives the ooked meal to the waiter. Some interations may bedisabled, suh as the diret interation between the ustomer and the hef (see Figure 5.6).Now, let us suppose that the senario hanges. To save money, little restaurants do not have the waiter,but the hef itself is in harge of aepting and satisfying the ustomers' requests (see Figure 5.7).
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 Fig. 5.7. A restaurant without waitersIn this ase, the infrastruture an exploit the same roles - disregarding of ourse the waiter role. On theone hand, the agents an assume the same roles as in the previous senario, and they an perform the sameations in the restaurant. On the other hand, the poliy and mehanism level must be hanged in order to allowthe new interations, letting the ustomer give the meal order to the hef, and the hef give the meal to theustomer.This example shows that the same roles an adopt di�erent interation patterns without a�eting the rolede�nitions and, as a onsequene, the agents' way to ahieve their goals.The implementation of this example is similar to the previous one.6. Related Work. In this setion we report some role-based approahes for agents.Elizabeth Kendall has done a lot of work about roles and agents [21℄, and her proposal is perhaps themost omplete. Her e�ort aims at overing di�erent phases of the agent-based appliation development, fromthe analysis to the implementation. To ahieve this, her proposal exploits both Objet Oriented and AspetOriented Programming (AOP) [11℄ in order to make �exible, reusable and dynami the use of roles. Withregard to role-based infrastrutures, an interesting proposal is represented by role model atalogues, whih areolletions of role models used in agent appliations. Even if not thought for infrastrutures, they an beexploited to group roles belonging to the same appliation ontext.



Agent Composition via Role-based Infrastrutures 45AALAADIN [15℄ is a role approah that exploits a meta-model to de�ne models of organizations. Suhmeta-model is based on three main onepts: agent, group and role. The onept of group an be exploitedto model the infrastrutures proposed in this paper. A drawbak of this approah is that it overs only theanalysis and design phase, while no support for the implementation phase is provided, whih an turn useful tohave oherene in the entire development proess.Yu and Shmid [31℄ exploit roles assigned to agents to manage work�ow proesses. They traditionallymodel a role as a olletion of rights (ativities an agent is permitted on a set of resoures) and duties (ativitiesan agent must perform). An interesting issue of this approah is that it aims to over di�erent phases of theappliation development, proposing a role-based analysis phase, an agent-oriented design phase, and an agent-oriented implementation phase, that is partially supported. Joining this approah with some means to de�neinfrastrutures an lead to a omplete and interesting proposal.The Tratable Role-based Agent prototype for onurrent Navigation Systems (TRANS) is a multi-agentsystem with support for role and group behaviours [16℄; this approah expliitly takes into onsideration thatagents an be mobile. Moreover, TRANS allows the de�nition of rules on the role assumption by agents, suhas priority, exlusivity, ompatibility and the distintion between permanent and temporary roles. Even ifdesigned for a spei� appliation senario, TRANS provides an interesting role model and, in partiular, asupport for group of roles. A possible drawbak is that the implementation laks of dynamism, and thus it isnot appropriate for agent appliations for dynami and unpreditable senarios.Another interesting role approah is GAIA [30℄. The GAIA main aim is modelling agent systems as organi-zations of agents, where di�erent roles interat. In GAIA, roles are onsidered only in the analysis phase, anda role de�nition inludes onepts like responsibilities, permissions, ativities and interation protools. GAIAfouses on role interations and supports a model to desribe dependenies and relationships between di�erentroles. The above model is supported at the design phase and is made of a set of protool de�nitions, eah ofthem related to the kind of interation among roles. Similarly to the above approahes, even GAIA laks onthe implementation support and provides a quite strit de�nition of role related onepts, leaving freedom todevelopers.Maria Fasli made a proposal that joins several onepts, suh as ommitments and obligations, with thepowerful of roles, promoting the use of a formal notation and analysis of the appliations [14℄. The base ideaof this proposal is that multi-agent systems are omposed of soial agents, whih are soial sine they do notat isolated. The term soial agent refers either to a single agent or to a group of orrelated agents. In fat,soial agents' deisions and ats an a�et those of other agents, even if not intentionally, and thus this proposalpresents a formal de�nition of the agent struture using roles and relationships among them. The assumed rolede�nes the �soial position� of the joining agent in the soial agent, so that eah agent in the soial agent knowsits position and plays aordingly to it. Even if this proposal o�ers a omprehensive view of soial and olletiveativities, desribing them as soial and olletive onepts, there is no onrete support at the implementationlevel.The Role/Interation/Communiative Ation (RICA) theory [26℄ was born with the main aim of improvingthe FIPA standard with support for soial onepts. The RICA theory fuses ommuniation onepts with soialones, and in partiular merges FIPA-ACL and organizational models, keeping all onepts as �rst lass entities.The RICA theory reognizes ommuniative entities, whih are those that an be aggregated and organized ina soial way; in other words ommuniative entities are agents ating in a soiety. Eah agent (type) is de�nedthrough the role (types) it will play; eah role an perform one or more ation, implementing a soial behaviour.Ation an be speialized in soial and ommuniative ones, whih emphasizes the above statement. Finally,eah role an be speialized as a soial role, whih represents the behaviour of agents interating in a soialontext. The RICA metamodel an be used as a formal language, providing support for the analysis and designphase of an agent appliation. Thanks to the RICA-J (RICA Jade) implementation, this proposal is ompleteand an be used during all phases of appliation development. Probably the most important drawbak of thisproposal is that it re-de�nes the onept of agent, leading to a possible inoherene with other agent theoriesand approahes.In [33℄ Haibin Zhu desribes a role model that is tied to both the omputer and human parts involved inollaborations, and in partiular tries to provide help to human in omputer-supported ollaborations. Thismodel de�nes a role as a set of responsibilities and apabilities a human holds. The key of this proposal isthe onept of role agent, whih is an agent with a role attahed. An agent that wants to partiipate in aollaboration must own at least one role. Role agents should help the human during the ollaboration, for
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